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Abstract
We study the problem of pre-computing auxillary information to support on-line range queries
for the sum and max functions on a datacube. For a d-dimensional datacube with size n in
each dimension, we propose a dynamic range max data structure with O(d(s; n)Ld) query time,
O(d(s; n)L2dnd=L) update time and O(sd) storage where L and s are parameters chosen by the user
before the construction of the data structure such that L∈{1; : : : ; log n} and s is a non-negative
multiple of n; and (s; n) is the functional inverse of Ackermann’s function. Moreover, the data
structure can be initialized in time linear to its size. There are three major techniques employed in
designing the data structure, namely, a technique for trading query and update times, a technique
for trading query time and storage and a technique for extending one-dimensional data structures
to d-dimensional ones. Our techniques are also applicable to range queries over any semigroup
and group operation, such as min, sum and count.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Recently, research in on-line analytical processing (OLAP) [15] has attracted a lot
of attention. A popular data model for OLAP applications is the data cube [21] or
the multi-dimensional databases [16,1]. In this model, an aggregate database with d
functional attributes and one measure attribute is viewed as a d-dimensional array.
Each dimension corresponds to a functional attribute and the value of an array entry
corresponds to the measure attribute. One of the main research focuses is concerned
with the orthogonal range query problems, i.e., the pre-computation of auxillary infor-
mation (data structures) to support on-line queries of various functions such as SUM,
COUNT, AVERAGE, MAX and MIN over values lying within an orthogonal region,
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see [23,24,25,20,8]. These queries provide useful information for companies to analyze
the aggregate databases built from their data warehouses.
A generic orthogonal range query problem can be stated as follows. Given an aggre-
gate database F with N records, each consisting of a key Ield corresponding to a point
in a d-dimensional space and a value Ield, preprocess F such that subsequent queries
f(R1; R2; : : : ; Rd) can be answered eJciently. Here f is a function deInable over a
variable number of values, such as MAX, MIN, SUM, COUNT, ENUMERATE, etc.;
and the query f(R1; R2; : : : ; Rd) asks for the result when applying f on all the values
lying within the orthogonal region R1×R2× · · ·×Rd where Ri speciIes an interval in
the ith dimension, for 16i6d. For example, the query MAX(R1; R2; : : : ; Rd) asks for
the maximum among all values lying within the orthogonal region R1×R2× · · ·×Rd.
The query ENUMERATE(R1; R2; : : : ; Rd) asks for all the values present in the range.
Note that the query regions are unknown before the pre-processing and the data
structure should be capable of handling all possible query regions. One solution for the
problem is to store nothing except the original database. Then query may take O(N )
time in the worst case. We call this the lazy approach. Another solution, which we call
the workaholic approach, is to pre-compute the answers for all possible query regions.
Then query takes constant time but there can be O(N 2d) pre-computed answers to be
stored. (Each dimension is divided into at most N + 1 intervals by the coordinates
of the N points on that dimension and hence there can be O(N 2) ways to choose an
interval in one dimension.) As N is typically very large in OLAP applications, both
solutions are unsatisfactory. Therefore, the crux of the problem is to design a data
structure with constant query time and linear storage simultaneously. Adding to the
diJculty is the fact that the database F may change over time. Therefore, another
performance measure is the update time of the data structure.
1.1. Previous results in computational geometry
There is a rich body of research on orthogonal range queries when the data points
are sparse. Under this data distribution, merely storing the points in a space-eJcient
manner while allowing users to quickly locate the points within an orthogonal region
(so that they can subsequently be enumerated at constant time per point) is highly
non-trivial. Therefore, the range enumeration problem (also called the range reporting
problem in the literature) is of central importance and has been extensively studied,
see [17,3,26,2,7,4,5,33,34,9,10,11,29]. As it turns out, many of the ideas used in these
data structures can be adapted for other range queries.
An important idea is the multi-dimensional divide-and-conquer technique due to
Bentley [4] which allows one to extend static (d − 1)-dimensional structures to d-
dimensional ones with a logN -factor increase in the storage and query complexities.
Using this idea, Bentley constructed the ECDF tree which requires O(N logd−1 N )
pre-processing and storage, and answers range sum or count queries in O(logd N )
time. For the range max query problem, one can use a similar construction and the
resulting data structure has the same complexities. Willard and Lueker [34] generalized
Bentley’s technique and showed how to extend dynamic (d−1)-dimensional structures
to d-dimensional ones with a logN -factor increase in the storage, query and update
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complexities. As a result, there are dynamic range sum, count and max query structures
with O(N logd−1 N ) storage, and O(logd N ) query=update time.
There are even better data structures obtained by improving the base case where
d=2 and then applying the techniques of Bentley or Willard=Lueker. Using the idea
of downpointers, Willard [33] improved the query time of Bentley’s (static) ECDF tree
by a factor of logN . However, the technique does not apply to range max queries.
Chazelle [10] further improved the storage by a factor of (roughly) logN . For any
d¿2, and any small constant ¿0, he exhibited data structures with O(N logd−2 N )
storage and O(logd−1 N ) query time for range count queries, and O(N logd−2+ N )
storage and O(logd−1 N ) query time for range max queries.
Various lower bounds suggest that these results are close to optimal, see [11,12].
In particular, it was proved in [12] that M((logN= log(2S=N ))d−1) is a lower bound on
the query time for any static range sum or max structure that uses O(S) storage and
that is oblivious in the sense that the structure is independent of the values of the data
points. (In fact, the result applies to any semigroup operation possessing the so-called
faithfulness property, which is enjoyed by most semigroups.) For the dynamic case,
Fredman [18] proved that M(N (logN )d) time is necessary for performing a sequence of
N operations containing insertions, deletions and queries on an arithmetic computation
model.
1.2. New perspective in OLAP environment
Ho et al. [24] pointed out that the non-linear storage requirement may pose a problem
when applying the above data structures in an OLAP application. In particular, the
O(logd−1 N ) factor can be devastating in an OLAP application which has, say, d=10
dimensions and N =106 records. Given the lower bounds mentioned before, it seems
diJcult, if not impossible, to build data structures to support eJcient OLAP queries.
On the other hand, it is also observed that data points often form clusters in many
applications, see [24,14] for example. Suppose the data set is suJciently dense or
clusters of dense data points can be found readily [37], it is reasonable to consider
orthogonal range queries in the following situation which we call the dense settings.
The data points are stored in a multi-dimensional array of size n in each dimension
and there are N = nd data points in the array. (In contrast, N is much less than nd in
the sparse settings discussed in the previous subsection.)
Under the dense settings, Ho et al. [24] proposed the pre9x sum cube that achieves
O(2d) query time for range sum queries while using only O(N ) extra storage. The
update cost is, however, O(N ) in the worst case. GeNner et al. [20] designed an en-
hancement called the relative pre9x sum cube and claimed that it requires only O(
√
N )
update cost. Chan and Ioannidis [8] further studied the tradeoN between the query and
update costs. They proposed the hierarchical rectangle cube and the hierarchical band
cube, both of which are experimentally shown to outperform the relative preIx sum
structure. Fredman [18] gave a tree structure that supports preIx and range sum queries
and updates in O(cd1 log
d n) time using O(cd2N ) storage for some constants c1 and c2.
For range maximum queries, Gabow et al. [19] showed that one-dimensional range
max queries can be answered in constant time and O(N ) space by combining the
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Cartesian tree of Vuillemin [32] and the nearest common ancestor algorithm of Harel
and Tarjan [22]. Unfortunately, it seems diJcult to extend the idea to higher dimen-
sions. Ho et al. [24] studied a quad-tree-like structure which takes O(N ) storage. In
the worst case, it answers queries in O(logN ) time in the one-dimensional case and
M(N 1−1=d) time for d-dimensional case. Ho et al. [23] then investigated various tech-
niques to improve the average query time. Yao [35] designed a much more eJcient
one-dimensional data structure which has O((s; n)) worst case query time when there
are O(s) storage. Here (s; n), the functional inverse of Ackermann’s function, is an
extremely slow-growing function of n and a decreasing function of s. Chazelle and
Rosenberg [13] extended the construction to d dimensions and the data structure has
O(d(s; n)) query time when O(sd) storage is available. Both the constructions of
[35,13] are basically static and have not strived for optimizing the constants in the
complexities. For the dynamic case, the tree structure of Fredman [18] can also be
modiIed to support range max queries=updates in O(cd1 log
d n) time and O(cd2N ) stor-
age. Recently Lee et al. [27] presented a data structure that has O(N ) storage and O(1)
average query and update costs when the data set and the query region are randomly
chosen from certain distributions.
1.3. Our contributions
In this paper, we design several data structures for range queries by exploiting the
properties in the dense settings. Our data structures can be naturally embedded in an
array with one array entry storing one data value and pointers need not be stored
explicitly. Both the query and update algorithms involve index calculations, array ac-
cesses and applications of the queried operator (e.g., MAX, SUM). Number of operator
applications is bounded above by the number of array accesses. Time for index calcu-
lation is negligible compared with array accesses when d is large in our construction.
Moreover, if arrays are stored in the secondary storage, cost of array accesses domi-
nates that of index computations. Therefore, our formula only accounts for the number
of array accesses.
First, we propose a data structure for one-dimensional preIx max queries (a special
case of range max queries). For a one-dimensional array of size n, the data structure
has O(L) query time, O(L n1=L) update time and requires O(n) storage, where L is
an integer parameter in {1; : : : ; log n} chosen by the user before constructing the
structure. When L=1, the query time is the fastest but update is slow. As L increases,
query time increases while update time decreases. When L=O(log n), both query and
update requires O(log n) time. Our technique is applicable to any semigroup or group
operation. In particular, we have a data structure for one-dimensional preIx sum queries
having the same performance. By an observation in [3,24], the preIx sum structure
also answers one-dimensional range sum queries in O(L) time.
Second, we propose a data structure for one-dimensional range max queries which
has O((s; n)L) query time, O((s; n)L2n1=L) update time and O(s) storage. The function
(s; n) is the functional inverse of the Ackermann’s function. It is a slow growing
function of n and a decreasing function of s. We use the double recursion technique
of [35,13] and optimize for the constants. For such a slow growing function, the eNect
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of constant factor becomes important in practical applications. The eNect will become
more important when extending the data structure to higher dimensions, as we will see
later. Also, our data structure is dynamic while that of [35,13] is static.
Third, we deIne a class of data structures called oblivious storage schemes and
propose a technique to extend such a data structure for one-dimensional range queries
to multi-dimensional range queries. Our technique generalizes the one used in [13] by
taking care of updates as well. Applied to our one-dimensional range max structures
(which is an oblivious storage scheme), we obtain a d-dimensional range max structure
which has O(d(s; n)Ld) query time, O(d(s; n)L2dnd=L) update time and O(sd) storage,
where L∈{1; : : : ; log n}. Similarly, we obtain a d-dimensional range sum structure
which has O(2dLd) query time, O(cdLdnd=L) update time (for some constant c) and
O(2dnd) storage. This generalizes the results of [24,20,18]. Recently, Riedewald et al.
[30] develop a similar technique that extends one-dimensional range sum structures to
higher dimensions. The idea also works for any group operator. However, for semigroup
operators, their technique may incur a large update time. In fact, the tree structure of
Fredman [18] also uses a technique similar to that of [30] for semigroup operators.
However, his structure only supports a weak form of updates. Thus, our construction
is more general.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 contain data struc-
tures for one-dimensional preIx and range max queries, respectively. In Section 4,
we discuss the concept of oblivious storage scheme and its application to generalizing
one-dimensional structures to higher dimensions. Finally, Section 5 contains some open
problems.
2. One-dimensional prex max queries
A preIx max query is a range max query of the form, MAX(0; i), i.e., the left end-
point of the range is Ixed at 0. (We assume the array entries are numbered from 0
up to n− 1.) Here we present a preIx max structure which is more space-economical
than the one presented in [28]. The enhancement is to some extent inspired by Aviad
and Shamir [2].
2.1. Base-b decomposition
We denote i(a) = 
i=aa, i.e., the largest multiple of a less than or equal to i. Let b
be a positive integer ¿1 and deIne a function fb from {0; : : : ; n−1} to {−1; : : : ; n−2}
such that for all i∈{0; : : : ; n− 1},
fb(i) = i(bw+1) − 1;
where w is the largest integer such that i≡−1mod bw.
As an example, consider i=23 and b=3. Since the largest power of b that divides
i + 1 is bw =31; i(bw+1) = 18 and fb(i)= 17. In the table below (Fig. 1), we show the
values of fb(i) for all i∈{0; : : : ; 25}.
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Fig. 1. Values of f3(i).
We observe that fb(i)¿− 1 by deInition. Also, we claim that fb(i)¡i for all i. To
see this, let w be the largest integer such that i≡− 1mod bw. Then i= kbw+1+k ′bw−1
for some k and k ′ such that 0¡k ′¡b. Therefore, fb(i)= 
i=bw+1bw+1 − 1= kbw+1 −
1¡i.
Next, we deIne f(k)b (i), the k-fold application of fb on i, as follows. DeIne f
(0)
b (i)=
i and for any integer k¿0; f(k)b (i)=fb(f
(k−1)
b (i)) provided f
(k−1)
b (i) =−1.
Lemma 2.1. Let b= n1=L (so bL¿n). Then for any i∈{0; : : : ; n − 1}, there exists
l6L such that f(l)b (i)=−1.
Proof. If i= bL − 1, then fb(i)= 
i=bL+1bL+1 − 1=−1.
Otherwise, i¡bL−1. We let w be the largest integer such that i≡− 1mod bw. Obvi-
ously w¿0. Moreover, fb(i)≡− 1mod bw′ for some w′¿w. Hence w′¿1. Similarly,
f(2)b (i)≡− 1mod bw
′′
for some w′′¿2. Therefore, f(l)b (i)≡− 1mod bL for some l6L.
Since −16f(l)b (i)¡i6bL − 2 by the previous claim, we have f(l)b (i)=−1.
It follows that any range [0; i] can be broken into l sub-intervals, [0; f(l−1)b (i)]; : : : ;
[f(2)b (i) + 1; fb(i)]; [fb(i) + 1; i] for some l6L. We call this the base-b decomposition
of the range [0; i].
2.2. The pre9x max structure
Given an array X of size n and a parameter L∈{1; : : : ; log n}, we set b= n1=L
and our preIx max structure, denoted PML(X ), consists of an array Y [0::n − 1] such
that for i=0 to n− 1,
Y [i] = max X [fb(i) + 1::i]:
Clearly, it requires only n storage cells.
Query: Suppose the query is MAX(0; i) and let l be the smallest integer such that
f(l)b (i)=−1. Then the answer can be computed as max{Y [i]; Y [f(i)]; : : : ; Y [f(l−1)(i)]}
using a total of l array lookups.
Initialization: Given X , we construct Y in L+1 iterations. In iteration 0, we compute
Y [i] =
{
X [i] if i ≡ 0mod b;
max{Y [i − 1]; X [i]} otherwise
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for i=0 to n − 1. Since i(b) is the largest multiple of b less than or equal to i; Y [i]
contains the maximum value in X [i(b)::i]. In iteration w; 16w6L, we compute
Y [(k + 1)bw − 1] = max{Y [kbw − 1]; Y [(k + 1)bw − 1]}
for k =0 to 
n=bw − 1 such that k ≡ 0mod b. The time for iteration w is O(
n=bw).




Correctness follows from Lemma 2.2 below:
Lemma 2.2. For all w∈{0; : : : ; L}, the followings are true after iteration w of the
initialization procedure:
1. If i≡− 1mod bw+1, then Y [i] contains the maximum of X [i(bw+1)::i].
2. If i ≡− 1mod bw+1, then Y [i] contains the maximum of X [f(i) + 1::i].
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on w. The base case where w=0 is
obvious. For the induction step, suppose the induction statement is true up to iteration
w − 1 and consider an arbitrary element Y [i]. There are two cases.
Case 1: i≡− 1mod bw. Write i as i=(k+1)bw−1 where k = 
i=bw. Denote by yj
the value of Y [(j+1)bw− 1] after iteration w− 1 but before iteration w. By the order
of execution, Y [i] is set to the maximum in {yj | k(b)6j6k} during iteration w. By
induction hypothesis, yj is the maximum in X [jbw:: (j + 1)bw − 1] since (j + 1)bw −
1≡− 1mod bw and ((j + 1)bw − 1)(bw) = jbw. Therefore, Y [i] contains the maximum
of X [k(b)bw::(k + 1)bw − 1]=X [i(bw+1)::i]. Furthermore, if i ≡− 1mod bw+1, then i + 1
is not divisible by bw+1 but is divisible by bw (by the case condition). Therefore,
f(i)= i(bw+1) − 1 and Y [i] contains the maximum of X [f(i) + 1::i].
Case 2: i ≡− 1mod bw. Then i ≡− 1 mod bw+1 as well. By construction, Y [i] would
not be aNected during iteration w. By induction hypothesis, Y [i] already contains the
maximum of X [f(i) + 1::i] after iteration w − 1.




X [j] if j ≡ 0mod b;
max{Y [j − 1]; X [j]} otherwise
for j= i to i(b) + b− 1. For iteration w=1 to L, we compute
Y [(k + 1)bw − 1] = max{Y [kbw − 1]; Y [(k + 1)bw − 1]}
for k = 
i=bw to 
i=bw(b) + b − 1. Iteration w requires O(b) array accesses. There-
fore, an update requires O(Lb)=O(Ln1=L) array accesses. Correctness follows from the
following lemma, proven similarly to Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.3. For all w∈{0; : : : ; L}, the followings are true after iteration w of the
update procedure:
1. If i≡− 1mod bw+1, then Y [i] contains the maximum of X [i(bw+1)::i].
2. If i ≡− 1mod bw+1, then Y [i] contains the maximum of X [f(i) + 1::i].
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2.3. Variations and applications
Our construction described above is applicable to any commutative semigroup or
group operator such as min, sum and count. In particular, it results in a data structure
for one-dimensional preIx sum queries having the same performance. As observed in
[6,24], SUM(i; j)=SUM(0; j)−SUM(0; i−1). Therefore, the same preIx sum structure
can also answer one-dimensional range sum queries in twice amount of time. In an
entirely symmetric way, one can also construct a suJx max structure, SML(X ), which
answers any suJx max queries MAX(i; n− 1) on X . Both PML(X ) and SML(X ) will
be used in the next section as building blocks of other structures. Depending on the
applications, storage for the original array X may or may not be counted towards the
total storage.
3. One-dimensional range max queries
We Irst present a simple data structure called the alternating pre9x max structure
(APM) which is a slight enhancement of the BPM structure in [28]. Plugging in
suitable parameters, the APM structure answers range max queries in 2 array lookups
but requires a logarithmic blow-up in storage. We then reduce the blow-up factor using
a recursion technique in [35,13]. Finally, we improve the update complexity using the
technique described in Section 2.
Throughout this section, we often refer to sub-intervals with boundaries located at
certain positions. For convenience, we call an interval [i; j] an a-interval of X if i is a
multiple of a and j= i+ a− 1 (or j= n− 1 if i+ a¿n). Furthermore, we will number
the interval [0::a− 1] as the 0th a-interval, [a::2a− 1] as the 1st a-interval, etc.
3.1. The alternating pre9x max structure
We deIne the (l; h)-alternating pre9x max structure for an array X [0::n − 1], de-
noted APMl;h(X ), as a collection of h arrays, P0; P1; : : : ; Ph−1, each of length n. For
06w¡h; Pw is deIned as
Pw[i] =
{
max X [i(2wl)::i] if 
i=2wl is odd;
max X [i::i(2wl) + 2wl− 1] if 
i=2wl is even:
In other words, Pw is composed of alternating suJx max arrays (for even-numbered
2wl-intervals) and preIx max arrays (for odd-numbered 2wl-intervals) of X . See Fig. 2
for an illustration.
Obviously, the structure requires nh storage cells and can be initialized in O(nh)
time. Consider a query MAX(i; j) and suppose there is an integer w∈{0; : : : ; h − 1}
such that 
i=(2wl) + 1= 
j=(2wl) and 
i=(2wl) is even. Then the range [i; j] spans
across two adjacent 2wl-intervals. Moreover Pw[i] and Pw[j] contain the maximums
of X [i::i(2wl) + 2wl − 1] and X [i(2wl) + 2wl::j], respectively. Therefore, MAX(i; j) is










Fig. 2. An APMl; h(X ) structure where X has length n.
the maximum between Pw[i] and Pw[j], and a query takes 2 array lookups. We will
describe the calculation of w later when we have more speciIc values for l and h. For
an update to X [i], we need to modify at most l elements in P0, namely, P0[i::i(l)+l−1]
if 
i=l is even and P0[i(l)::i] if 
i=l is odd. In general, we need to change at most 2wl
elements in Pw for 06w¡h. Therefore, updating APMl;h(X ) requires at most O(2hl)
array accesses.
We now turn to the parameters l and h. If l is too large, some queries may lie
properly within an l-interval. If h is too small, some queries may span across many
2h−1l-intervals. Both types of queries cannot be answered eJciently by an APMl;h(X ).
To eliminate these cases, we put l=1 and h= log n. Singleton queries, i.e., queries
of the form MAX(i; i), are taken care of by P0 which is simply the original array
X . For other queries MAX(i; j) where i¡j, let w be the leftmost bit position at
which the binary representations of i and j diNer. Then we have 06w6log n −
1 and 
i=2w + 1= 
j=2w. Since i¡j; 
i=2w must be even. Hence MAX(i; j)=
max{Pw[i]; Pw[j]}.
In summary, an APM1;log n(X ) structure answers range max queries with 2 array
lookups and requires nlog n storage cells. It can be initialized in O(n log n) time and
updated in at most O(n) time, respectively. We remark that Yao [35] gave a recursive
structure which is very similar to the APM1;log n(X ) structure. The diNerence lies in
the case when n is not a power of 2. Compared with Yao’s, our construction has
relatively simple index calculations.
In [28], we deIne a BPMl;h(X ) structure which is the same as APMl;h(X ) except
that Pw contains both preIx and suJx max arrays for each 2wl-interval of X , for
06w¡h. Such a structure has the same query complexity, and requires twice the
amount of storage and update time as compared with APMl;h(X ). It will be useful in
the construction described in the next section.
3.2. A tradeo@ between query time and storage
We can reduce the storage at the expense of query time using an idea similar to
[35,13]. We sharpen their recursion technique and give better base case constructions.
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Fig. 3. Values of R(t; k).
DeIne a function R(t; k) on {2; 4; 6; : : :}×{1; 2; 3; : : :} as follows:
R(2; k) = 2k for k ¿ 1;
R(t; 1) = t; R(t; 2) = 5× 2t=2−1; R(t; 3) = 2t+1 for t ¿ 4;
R(t; k) = R(t; k − 3)R(t − 2; R(t; k − 3)) for t ¿ 4; k ¿ 4:
We give some values of R(t; k) in Fig. 3. Entries with a ‘*’ represent values larger
than 101000.
We will show, for each (t; k)∈{2; 4; 6; : : :}×{1; 2; 3; : : :}, how to construct a range
max structure, RMt; k(X ), for any array X of size n6R(t; k) which has query time t
and at most kn storage. Then given the size n of X together with a budget of kn
storage cells, our structure has query complexity q(k; n)= min{t | t even; R(t; k)¿n}.
On the other hand, if the constraint is t array lookups per query, our structure has
storage complexity s(t; n)= min{kn |R(t; k)¿n}.
Base cases (t=2 or 16k63)
t=2: For any array X of size n6R(t; k)= 2k , we use APM1;log n(X ) which requires
2 lookups and nlog n6kn storage.
k =1 and t¿4: For any array X of size n6R(t; 1)= t, we use X itself as the
structure since no extra storage is allowed. It requires n6t lookups.
k =2 and t¿4: For any array X of size n6R(t; 2)=5×2t=2−1, we use a tree structure
similar to that deIned in [18,24]. More precisely, we construct a binary tree which has
a left-subtree L of height t=2+ 1; and if n¿2t=2+1, a right-subtree R of height at most
t=2− 1. In total, the tree will have n leafs.
First, we consider the structure of a full binary of height h (and hence with 2h leafs)
for an array X [0::2h − 1]. For convenience, we number the levels of the tree from 0
at the leaf level up to h at the root level. At level w, there are 2h−w nodes and we
number them from 0 to 2h−w − 1 from left to right. One can easily check that leaf i
has ancestor node 
i=2w at level w. Also, node i at level w has nodes 2i and 2i+1 as
its left and right child, respectively; and has leafs 2wi and 2wi+2w − 1 as its leftmost
and rightmost descendants respectively. See Fig. 4 for an illustration.















Fig. 4. A binary tree structure with height 3.
In the tree structure, each leaf i stores the value X [i] and each internal node stores
the maximum value of its children. Therefore, node i at level w contains the maximum
value in X [2wi::2wi + 2w − 1]. In the actual implementation, the binary tree can be
stored as some array Y . There are many simple ways to map the tree nodes to the
array entries, e.g., mapping node i of level w to Y [2h−w + i].
A preIx max query, MAX(0; i), can be answered in h array lookups by consid-
ering the base-2 decomposition (Section 2) of [0; i], i.e., [0; f(l−1)2 (i)]; : : : ; [f
(2)
2 (i) +
1; f2(i)]; [f2(i) + 1; i] where l is the smallest integer such that f
(l)
2 (i)=−1. Let w be
the largest integer such that i≡− 1mod 2w. Then i= k2w+1 + 2w − 1 for some integer
k and by deInition f2(i) + 1= k2w+1. Hence f2(i) + 1 and i are, respectively, the
leftmost and rightmost descendant of node 2k = 
i=2w at level w. Therefore, the maxi-
mum of X [f(i)+1::i] can be found in node 
i=2w at level w. Similarly, the maximum
of each of the other sub-intervals can be found in one tree node.
A range max query, MAX(i; j), can be answered in 2(h − 1) array lookups as
follows. Let w be the leftmost bit at which the binary representations of i and j
diNer. Then the lowest common ancestor of leafs i and j is node k = 
i=2w+1 (also
= 
j=2w+1) at level w + 1. Also, leafs i and j lie in the left and right subtree of
k, respectively. The leftmost descendant of the right subtree of k is (2k + 1)2w and
the rightmost descendant of the left subtree of k is (2k + 1)2w − 1. Computing the
maximum of X [(2k + 1)2w::j] can be treated as a preIx max query on the array
X [(2k+1)2w::(2k+1)2w+2w−1]. In particular, let l be the smallest integer such that
f(l)(j)¡(2k+1)2w. Then we break down the range [(2k+1)2w; j] into l sub-intervals,
[(2k + 1)2w; f(l−1)(j)]; : : : ; [f(j) + 1; j]. We have shown before that the maximum of
each sub-interval, except [(2k +1)2w; f(l−1)(j)], can be found in a node of the binary
tree. For the interval [(2k + 1)2w; f(l−1)(j)], observe that f(l−1)(j)≡− 1mod 2w′ for
some w′6w since f(l−1)(j) lies in the subtree rooted at node 2k + 1 at level w.
Therefore, leafs (2k +1)2w and f(l−1)(j) are, respectively, the leftmost and rightmost
descendants of node 
f(l−1)(j)=2w′ at level w′. Hence the maximum of X [(2k +
1)2w::f(l−1)(j)] can be found in node 
f(l−1)(j)=2w′ at level w′. Similarly, computing
the maximum of X [i::(2k + 1)2w − 1] can be treated as a suJx max query on the
array X [(2k)2w::(2k + 1)2w − 1]. Thus, in general, a range max query takes 2(h − 1)
lookups.
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Now consider a general range max query MAX(i; j) on our binary tree with left
and right subtree L and R. If the query spans across L and R, then it takes at most
(t=2+ 1)+ (t=2− 1)= t array lookups to compute a suJx max on L and a preIx max
on R. If the query lies within L, then it takes at most 2(t=2)= t array lookups. If a
query lies within R, then it takes at most 2(t=2− 2)= t − 4 array lookups. Finally, the
tree has 2n− 1 nodes since it is a binary tree with n leafs. Hence it requires at most
2n storage.
k =3 and t¿4: Given array X of size n6R(t; 3)=2t+1, we construct two 4-ary
trees, L and R of height t=2; and with n leaves in total.
Again, we Irst consider the structure of a full 4-ary of height h for an array X [0::4h−
1]. We number the levels of the trees from 0 at the leaf level up to h at the root level;
and number the nodes in level w from 0 to 4h−w − 1 from left to right.
In this tree structure, each leaf i stores the value X [i]. For each internal node i at
level w, its 4 children are nodes 4i; 4i+1; 4i+2; 4i+3 at level w−1. For j=0 to 3, let
Mj be the maximum in X [(4i+ j)2w−1::(4i+ j+1)2w−1− 1]. Then we store in node i
the maximums of {M0; M1}; {M0; M1; M2}; {M0; M1; M2; M3}; {M1; M2}; {M1; M2; M3}
and {M2; M3}. Thus in total 6 values are stored in each internal node.
A preIx max query, MAX(0; i), can be answered in h array lookups by considering
the base-4 decomposition of [0; i], i.e., [0; f(l−1)4 (i)]; : : : ; [f
(2)
4 (i)+1; f4(i)]; [f4(i)+1; i]
where l is the smallest integer such that f(l)4 (i)=−1. Let w be the largest integer such
that i≡− 1mod 4w. Then i= k4w+1+k ′4w−1 for some k; k ′ such that 0¡k ′¡4. Also,
f4(i) + 1= k4w+1. Hence leafs i and f4(i) + 1 have the same ancestor k = 
i=4w+1
at level w + 1. Moreover, leaf f4(i) + 1 is the leftmost descendant of k and leaf i
is the rightmost descendant of the child, 4k + k ′ − 1, of k. Hence the maximum of
X [f4(i) + 1::i] can be found as one of the 6 values stored in node k. Consequently, a
preIx max query can be answered in at most h lookups.
A range max query, MAX(i; j), can be answered as follows. Consider the base-4
representation of i and j. Let w be the leftmost digit at which i and j diNers. Then
the lowest common ancestor of leafs i and j is node k = 
i=4w+1= 
j=4w+1 at level
w+ 1. Also, leaf i and j lie in diNerent subtrees rooted at the children of k. First, we
consider the number of complete subtrees spanned by [i; j]. If the range spans more
than one complete subtree rooted at the children of k, then we look up one of the 6
values stored in k. If the range spans only one complete subtree rooted at a child, say,
4k + j, of k, then we look up the maximum of all leafs under node 4k + j as one
of the 6 values stored in node 4k + j. Next, for the incomplete subtrees spanned by
the query, we treat them as preIx=suJx max queries. Therefore a range max query
requires at most 2(h− 1) + 1=2h− 1 array lookups.
Now consider our structure with L and R as 4-ary trees of height t=2. If the range
query spans across L and R, it takes t=2+ t=2= t lookups. If it lies within L, it requires
2(t=2)−1= t−1 lookups. The case where the query lies within R is symmetric. Finally,
the total storage required is n+ (6n=4 + 6n=16 + · · ·)63n.
Recursive case (t; k¿4): Given an array X of length n where R(t; k−1)¡n6R(t; k),
we are to construct a range max structure RMt; k(X ). Let a=R(t; k − 3) and classify
the queries into two types, those lying within an a-interval (type I) and those span-
ning across at least two a-intervals (type II). We handle type I queries by recursively
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constructing n=a range max structures, RMt; k−3(Y ), one for each a-interval Y of X .
Note that the last a-interval has size a′6a and each of the other a-intervals has size
a. Since a=R(t; k − 3), the construction is feasible. Moreover, RMt; k−3(Y ′) for the
last a-interval Y ′ has storage (k − 3)a′ and RMt; k−3(Y ) for the other a-interval Y has
storage (k − 3)a. In total, they consume (k − 3)a×(n=a − 1) + (k − 3)a′=(k − 3)n
storage.
For type II queries, we separate the query range into (at most) three parts, the left and
right parts containing possibly incomplete a-intervals and the middle part containing
zero or more complete a-intervals. More precisely, suppose the query is MAX(i; j).
Then the left, middle and right parts are [i::(i−1)(a)+a−1]; [(i−1)(a)+a::(j+1)(a)−1]
and [(j+1)(a)::j], respectively. (We consider an interval [x; y] empty if y¡x.) The left
and right parts are suJx and preIx max queries respectively. Therefore, we compute
the maximums of these parts in 2 steps by BPMa;1(X ). We compute the maximum
of the middle part by another range max structure, RMt−2; a(X ′) where X ′ is an array
containing the maximum of all but the Irst and the last a-intervals of X . (In case
the query range is exactly the Irst or the last complete a-interval, the result can be
found from BPMa;1(X ) in 1 array lookup.) Since X ′ has size n=a − 26R(t − 2; a),
the construction is feasible and the storage required is a×(n=a − 2)6n. In total, the
whole range max structure, RMt; k(X ), has query time t and requires at most (k−3)n+
2n+ n= kn storage.
In [35,13], they construct a structure for an X ′ which contains the maximum of all
the a-intervals of X . Then X ′ has size n=a and the structure for X ′ may require
more than n storage when n is not a multiple of a. They overcame the problem
by allowing constant factor slackness in the construction. As a result, their recursive
formula for R(t; k) (with an appropriate change of variables) are R(t; k)=R(t; k − 4) ·
R(t − 2; R(t; k − 4)=2 + 4) and R(t; k)=R(t; k − 6) · R(t − 2; 2R(t; k − 6)) for [35,13],
respectively. Asymptotically, all three constructions give the same performance. Taking
the constants into account, however, our construction gives a faster growing R(t; k)
function. For such a fast growing function, constant improvement is signiIcant.
Properties about R(t; k): The following facts about R(t; k) will be useful.
Lemma 3.1. For all i; j; R(i; j + 1)¿2R(i; j).
Proof. This can be proved easily by induction on (i; j).
Base case: By deInition, R(2; j+1)=2j+1 =2R(2; j). Therefore, the statement is true
for all (2; j); j¿1. Also, one can easily check that R(i; 3)¿2R(i; 2) and R(i; 2)¿2R(i; 1)
for all i¿4.
Induction step: Suppose the statement is true for all (i′; j′) lexicographically less
than (i; j) for some i¿4 and j¿3. If j=3; R(i; j)= 2i+1 and R(i; j + 1)=R(i; 1) ·
R(i− 2; R(i; 1))= iR(i− 2; i) by deInition. By induction hypothesis, R(i; j+1)¿iR(i−
2; 1)2i−1 = i(i − 2)2i−1¿2i+2 for i¿4. Hence R(i; j + 1)¿2R(i; j). If j¿4; R(i; j +
1)=R(i; j− 2)R(i− 2; R(i; j− 2))¿2R(i; j− 3)R(i− 2; 2R(i; j− 3))¿2R(i; j− 3)R(i−
2; R(i; j − 3)) by induction hypothesis. Hence R(i; j + 1)¿2R(i; j)
Lemma 3.2. For all i; j; R(i; j)¿2j.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1, R(i; j)¿2j−1R(i; 1)=2j−1i¿2j.
Lemma 3.3. For all i¿4; j¿4; R(i; j)¿2R(i; j−3).
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.2 and that R(i; j)¿R(i − 2; R(i; j − 3)).
Initialization: During initialization, we are given an array X of size n and we need to
determine either the smallest even integer t such that R(t; k)¿n given k or the smallest
k such that R(t; k)¿n given t. This can be done in O(log n) time by computing the
relevant part of the R(t; k) table, given n and the constraint. For completeness, we
present such a method, which is essentially the same as that in [13].
When at most t array lookups are allowed per query, we need to compute the smallest
k such that R(t; k)¿n. Note that computing R(t; j) requires R(t − 2; j′) for some j′.
Therefore, we compute from i=2; 4; 6; : : : ; t, the smallest j such that R(i; j)¿n. Let ki
be the smallest k such that R(i; k)¿n. Then k26log n=O(log n). By Lemma 3.2,
R(i; j)¿R(i−2; R(i; j−3))¿R(i−2; 2j−3))¿R(i−2; 2j) for i¿4 and j¿7. Therefore,
k46k2=2; k66k4=2, etc. Furthermore, if i¿2+ 2log(n=5), then ki62. Therefore, we
need only consider i∈O(log n). Hence the total number of entries of R(t; k) to be
examined is k2 + k4 + · · ·+ kO(log n)62k2 =O(log n).
When at most kn storage cells are allowed, the best possible query time is computed
by performing a similar computation as above except that we stop at the smallest i
such that R(i; j)¿n for some j6k. Again, i∈O(log n) and at most O(log n) entries of
R(i; j) are computed.
Query index calculation: Although the time for index calculation is not accounted
for in the complexity analysis, it would still be nice if the index calculation requires
O(t) time for a query.
Given a query MAX(i; j), the naive recursive method is to check if 
i=a= 
j=a.
If this is true, we recursively call the query procedure for the structure RMt; k−3(X [i(a)::
i(a) + a − 1]); otherwise we recursively call the query procedure for RMt−2; a(X ′). In
the Irst case, we may need to further recurse along the direction of decreasing k.
In the second case, we may need to further recurse along the direction of decreasing t.
Unrolling the recursions, we are eNectively Inding the largest # such that 
i=R(t; k −
3#)= 
j=R(t; k− 3#). Let R(t; k− 3#)= b and R(t; k− 3#− 3)= b′. (Note that b is a
multiple of b′.) Then i and j lie in the same b-interval but in diNerent b′-intervals. We
call BPMb′ ;1(X [i(b)::i(b) +b−1]) and then (in the direction of decreasing t) recursively
call RMt−2; b=b′(X ′′) where X ′′ contains the maximum of each (except the Irst and
last) b′-interval of X [i(b)::i(b) + b − 1]. In the worst case, computing # via the naive
recursion takes O(k) time and the overall index calculation in answering MAX(i; j)
takes O(log n) time (as there are O(log n) relevant entries of the R(t; k) table).
We can directly compute # in O(1) time (to be explained shortly). Since there are
O(t) recursion levels along the direction of decreasing t, the index calculation requires
O(t) time.
To calculate #, let y= 
(k + 2)=3 and kx = k − 3x for 06x6y. (So, k0 = k.) Let
bx =R(t; kx) for 06x6y. Then we express i as a sequence of digits, ($1; : : : ; $y) such
that i= $1b1 + · · ·+ $yby and 06$x¡bx−1=bx for 16x6y. Similarly, we express j as
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j=bx. That means, i and j lie in the same bx−1-
interval but diNerent bx intervals. Hence # deIned above can be recovered as #= x−1.
The conversion of i and j to the sequence of digits need not be done explicitly.
All we need is to compute x given i and j. This can be done in constant time by the
following lookup-table trick. During initialization of the data structure, we construct a
two-dimensional table T such that T (i; j) stores the index position x for which $x¡%x.
Such a table will require O(n2) storage since 06i; j¡n. To reduce the storage, the
standard trick is to construct 2 tables, Th and Tl, so that we can compare the high-
order part of i with that of j by table Th and compare the low-order part of i with
that of j by Tl. That is, we rewrite i as i= ihb + il for some b=R(
√
n) and rewrite
j= jhb+ jl. The table Th is constructed such that Th(ih; jh) stores the index x at which
$x¡%x provided ih¡jh. Similarly, Tl(il; jl) stores the index x at which $x¡%x provided
il¡jl. If both ih¡jh and il¡jl, we take the index returned by Th. Since ih; il; jh and
jl are in O(
√
n), each table requires O(n) space.
Finally, we remark that the index calculation would be much easier if all the entries
in the R(t; k) table are powers of 2. In this case, the binary representations of i and j
already contain the sequences ($y; : : : ; $1; $0) and (%y; : : : ; %1; %0).
Query complexity: Next, we want to Ind an expression for q(k; n). To this end, we
deIne the Ackermann’s function and its inverse as in [35,31]:
A(0; j) = 2j for j ¿ 0;
A(i; 0) = 0; A(i; 1) = 2 for i ¿ 1;
A(i; j) = A(i − 1; A(i; j − 1)) for i ¿ 1; j ¿ 2:
See Fig. 5 for some values of A(i; j). Entries with a ‘*’ are values larger than 101000.
Below, we give some useful properties of Ackermann’s function and the relation
between A(i; j) and R(i; j).
Lemma 3.4. A(i; j + 1)¿A(i; j) for all i; j.
Proof. Eq. (10) of [31] (or Lemma 1 of [35]).
Lemma 3.5. A(i; j)¿A(i − 1; 2j) for i¿1 and j¿4.
Proof. A(i; j)=A(i−1; A(i; j−1))¿A(i−1; 2j−1)¿A(i−1; 2j) for i¿1 and j¿4.
Lemma 3.6. R(2'; 3# + 1)¿4A('; #) for all '; #¿1.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on the lexicographic order of ('; #). By
deInition, R(2; 3# + 1)=23#+1¿2#+2 =4A(1; #) and R(2'; 4)¿R(2'; 3)¿8=4A('; 1).
Hence the statement is true for all (1; #) and ('; 1) where '; #¿1. Suppose the statement
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Fig. 5. Values of A(i; j).
is true for all ('′; #′) lexicographically less than ('; #) where '; #¿2, and we will
prove it for ('; #). Consider R(2'; 3# + 1). By deInition and induction hypothesis,
R(2'; 3# + 1)¿R(2' − 2; R(2'; 3# − 2))¿R(2' − 2; 4A('; # − 1))¿R(2' − 2; 3A('; # −
1) + 1)¿4A('− 1; A('; # − 1))= 4A('; #). Hence the lemma follows.
As in [35,31], deIne the functional inverse of Ackermann’s function as
(s; n) = min{i |A(i; 4s=n)¿ log n}:
Also deIne a similar function
′(s; n) = min{i |A(i; 4s=n¿ n}:
By Lemma 3 in [35], we have that ′(s; n)=O((s; n)) for n¿1 and s¿0.
Let k¿4 be an integer, #= 
(k − 1)=3 and t be even. Then 3#+16k. By Lemma
3.6,
R(t; k)¿ R(t; 3# + 1)
¿ 4A(t=2; #)
¿ A(t=2; #):
By Lemma 3.5 and the fact that 32#¿4k,
R(t; k)¿ A(t=2− 5; 32#)
¿ A(t=2− 5; 4k):
Finally, by deInitions of (s; n) and ′(s; n),
q(k; n) = min{t|teven; R(t; k)¿ n}
6min{2'+ 10|A('; 4k)¿ n}
= O(′(kn; n))
= O((kn; n)):
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Storage complexity: As for s(t; n), we are not aware of any closed formula for
general t. Nevertheless, we have s(2; n)=O(n log n) from Section 3.1. For t=4, one
can check that R(4; k)¿2R(4; k−3); R(4; k − 3)¿2R(4; k−6), etc. DeIne log(i) n as the
i-fold application of the log-function and further deIne log∗ n= min{i | log(i) n62},
i.e., the number of applications of the log-function required to bring n to at most 2.
Then s(4; n)=O(n log∗ n).
3.3. Update complexity
In [28], we analyze the update complexity for the special case of t=2 and 4. Here,
we give the analysis for all even t. Let uB(m) be the update time of BPMm;1(X ). From
Section 3.1, uB(m)6cBm for some constant cB. Let u(t; n) be the update time of our
range max structure for an array X of size n with query time t (and hence storage
s(t; n)). Below, we will show that u(t; n) is O(n). Note that proving u(t; n)=O(R(t; k))
where R(t; k − 1)¡n6R(t; k) may not be very useful because n can be much smaller
than R(t; k).
Lemma 3.7. There exists constant c such that for all t∈{2; 4; 6; : : :} and n; u(t; n)6cn.
Proof. We will prove by induction on the lexicographic order of (t; k)∈{2; 4; 6; : : :}×
{1; 2; 3; : : :}, that u(t; n)6cn for all n6R(t; k).
Base case: For (2; k), the data structure is APM1;log n(X ). Its update complexity is
O(n) as shown in Section 3.1. For (t; 1), the data structure is just the original array X
with O(1) update complexity. For (t; 2) and (t; 3), the update time is proportional to
the height of the trees, i.e., O(t)=O(log n).
Induction step: t∈{4; 6; : : :} and k¿4. Suppose the statement is true for all (t′; k ′)
lexicographically less than (t; k). Let X have size n such that R(t; k−1)¡n6R(t; k) and
let a=R(t; k−3). Consider an update to X [i]. Then the structure RMt; k−3(X [i(a)::i(a) +
a − 1]) has to be updated. This requires u(t; a′)6ca′6ca time for some a′6a. (It
is possible that a′¡a if i lies in the last a-interval.) Also, the preIx and suJx max
structures for X [i(a)::i(a) + a − 1] in BPMa;1(X ) have to be updated. This requires
uB(a)6cBa time. Finally, X ′[
i=a] may also be changed. After we have updated
BPMa;1(X ), the new value of X ′[
i=a] is available. Hence we can call the update
procedure of RMt−2; a(X ′) to make the change in u(t−2; n=a−2)6c(n=a) time. Note
that for t¿4, we have a¿4 and a6n=4 (since n¿R(t; k − 1)¿4a by Lemma 3.1).
Therefore,
u(t; n)6 ca+ cBa+ c(n=a)
6 cn=4 + cBn=4 + cn=4
6 cn
by choosing c¿cB=2. Hence the induction is completed.
Observe that our range max structure is composed of preIx and suJx max arrays
(of various length). We can apply the technique in Section 2 to reduce the update
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cost by increasing the query cost. Let t and L be integer parameters chosen by the
user such that t¿0 and L∈{1; : : : ; log n}. We show how to construct a range max
structure, RM ′t; k; L(X ), with query time tL, update time O(tL
2n1=L) and storage s(t; n)
for an array X of length n. The main idea is to replace every preIx=suJx max array
Y of suJcient length by a preIx=suJx max structure, PML′(Y ) or SML′(Y ), whose
parameter L′ is chosen according to L.
For t=2, consider the APM1;log n(X ) structure. An update to X causes modiI-
cation to one preIx=suJx max array in each Pw for 06w6log n − 1. We con-
struct a new structure, APM ′1;log n;L(X ), from APM1;log n(X ) as follows. Recall that
APM1;log n(X ) consists of the arrays P0; : : : ; Plog n−1. For all w¿L, we replace each
preIx=suJx max array in Pw by a preIx=suJx max structure, PML or SML; and for
all w¡L, we replace each preIx=suJx max array in Pw by a preIx=suJx max struc-
ture, PMw or SMw. Then each query requires at most 2L array lookups. Each update
requires changing one PMw=SMw structure in Pw for 06w¡L and one PML=SML struc-
ture in Pw for L6w6log n − 1. Therefore, the total update time is O(
∑L−1
w=0 w +∑log n−1
w=L L(2
w)1=L)=O(L2 + L2n1=L)=O(L2n1=L) time.
For RMt; k(X ) where t¿4, recall that R(t; k − 1)¡n6R(t; k) and let a=R(t; k − 3).
We separate 2 cases.
Case 1: R(t; k)−36n6R(t; k). We recursively apply the update reduction technique
on RMt−2; a(X ′) with parameter L1 chosen as L1 = min{L; log(n=a)}. As a result, we
obtain RM ′t−2; a; L1 (X
′). Note that a6O(log n) by Lemma 3.3. Therefore, we do not
bother to apply the update reduction to BPMa;1(X ) and the structures RMt; k−3(Y ) for
the a-intervals Y of X .
Case 2: R(t; k−1)¡n¡R(t; k)−3. Here, n may not be exponentially larger than a. So,
we apply the update reduction technique to BPMa;1(X ); RMt−2; a(X ′) and RMt; k−3(Y )
for the a-intervals, Y , of X . More precisely, the parameter for RMt−2; a(X ′) is chosen as
L1 = min{L; log(n=a)} and that for RMt; k−3(Y ) is L2 = min{L; log a}. For BPMa;1(X ),
we replace each preIx=suJx max array by a PML2 =SML2 structure.
Let q′(t; n; L) and u′(t; n; L) be, respectively, the query and update time of RM ′t; k; L(X )
where X has length n and R(t; k − 1)¡n6R(t; k). Then q′(2; n; L)= 2L and for t¿4;
q′(t; n; L)62L+ q′(t − 2; n; L)6tL. In the next two lemmas, we show that
u′(t; n; L) =


O(L2n1=L) if R(t; k)− 36 n6 R(t; k);
O(tL2n1=L) if R(t; k − 1) ¡ n ¡ R(t; k)− 3:
Lemma 3.8. For all t∈{2; 4; 6; : : :} and n such that R(t; k) − 36n6R(t; k) for some
k; u′(t; n; L)=O(L2n1=L).
Proof. We will prove by induction on (t; k) that when R(t; k)−36n6R(t; k); u′(t; n; L)
6c′1L
2n1=L + c′2(t − 2) log n for some constants c′1 and c′2.
Base case: For (2; k), the APM ′1;log n; L(X ) has update time O(L
2n1=L). For (t; 1), the
lazy structure has O(1) update time. For (t; 2) and (t; 3), updating the tree structures
requires O(log n) time.
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Induction step: Suppose the statement is true for all (t′; k ′) lexicographically less
than (t; k) for some t¿4 and k¿4. By construction, the size of X ′ is n=a− 2 which
is at most n=a=R(t − 2; a) and at least n=a− 2¿R(t − 2; a)− 3. Therefore,












1=L1 + c′2(t − 2) log n;
where c and cB are the constants previously mentioned; c′1 is chosen such that c
′
1¿
(c + cB)=2. Hence the induction is completed. Using the fact that t=O(log n) and
L2n1=L=M(log2 n), we have u′(t; n; L)=O(L2n1=L).
Lemma 3.9. For all t∈{2; 4; 6; : : :} and n such that R(t; k − 1)¡n¡R(t; k) − 3 for
some k; u′(t; n; L)=O(tL2n1=L).
Proof. Again, the proof is by induction on (t; k) that for all R(t; k − 1)¡n¡R(t; k);
u′(t; n; L)6c′tL2n1=L for some constant c′.
The argument for base case is the same as the previous lemma and is omitted. For the
induction step, note that a=R(t; k−3) by construction and hence u′(t; a; L2)6c′′L22a1=L2
for some suitable constant c′′ by Lemma 3.8. However, n=a − 2 may be much less
than R(t − 2; a) (and lie between R(t − 2; k ′ − 1) and R(t − 2; k ′) for some k ′6a).
Therefore,
u′(t; n; L)6 u′(t − 2; n=a − 2; L1) + u′(t; a; L2) + c′BL2a1=L2
6 c′(t − 2)L21(n=a)1=L1 + c′′L22a1=L2 + c′BL2a1=L2 ;
where c′B is a suitable constant, L1 = min{L; log(n=a)} and L2 = min{L; log a}.
Note that if L1¡L, then L1 = log(n=a) and L21(n=a)
1=L1 = 2 log2(n=a)62L2. Similarly,
if L2¡L; L22a
1=L262L2. Therefore,
u′(t; n; L)6 c′(t − 2)L2n1=L + (c′′ + c′B)L2n1=L
6 c′′tL2n1=L
by choosing c′¿c′′ + c′B.
4. Extension to higher dimensions
In this section, we deIne a class of data structures called oblivious storage scheme
and describe a technique to extend such data structures for one-dimensional range
queries to higher dimensions.
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4.1. Oblivious storage scheme
Informally, an oblivious storage scheme is a data structure in which the set of
storage cells to be examined or changed is determined by the query region or update
position rather than on the values in the array. Similar concepts were introduced in
[18,35,36,12] when the complexities of certain range query problems are studied in an
algebraic computation model. Here we describe a deInition suitable for our purpose.
Let G be a commutative semigroup with an addition operation “+” and let X be a
(possibly multi-dimensional) array over G. We call an expression
∑
i +iX [i] a positive
linear form over X if +i are non-negative integers. An oblivious storage scheme for
X of certain size n is a 4-tuple, (Y;L;Q;U), where
1. Y is an array of certain size m over G,
2. L is a set of m positive linear forms, {z1; z2; : : : ; zm}, over X , one for each cell
in Y ,
3. Q is a set of programs, one for each query region, and
4. U is a set of programs, one for each update position.
The storage cost of the scheme is deIned as the size of Y , i.e., m. The content of
storage cell Y [i] is initialized as the result of the linear form zi. For each query region
R, the corresponding program QR∈Q is a sequence of integers, (.0; : : : ; .m−1), such







That is, the answer to the query speciIed on the left-hand side is computed by eval-
uating the linear form over Y on the right-hand side. We interpret .iY [i] as the sum
of .i Y [i]’s. If .i =0, then Y [i] is not involved in the computation. The query cost
for region R is thus deIned as
∑
i .i and the worst case query cost of the scheme is
deIned as the maximum query cost over all region R. We do not allow negative .i
because the inverse of addition in G may not be deIned. However, if G is a group,
then we allow negative .i and the query cost for a region R is the sum of the absolute
values of integers in QR. When answering a query, extra temporary storage may be
needed to evaluate the linear form. However, we do not charge it towards the storage
since they are temporary.
For each update position r˜, the corresponding program in Ur˜ consists of a sequence
of instructions in one of the following forms: (i) Y [j] =new value for X [˜r ], (ii)
Y [j] =
∑m−1
i=0 +iY [i] where +i are integers if G is a group, and non-negative inte-
gers if G is a semigroup. After executing the program Ur˜ , the content of each Y [i]
should be equal to the corresponding linear forms zi speciIed in L. The update cost
for position r˜ is deIned as the total sum of (absolute values of) coeJcients in all the
instructions in Ur˜ . The worst case update cost of the scheme is the maximum update
cost over all update position r˜.
Note that L; Q and U are independent of the values in X , and hence the name
“oblivious”. Obviously, our range max structures can be formulated as oblivious storage
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schemes. Similarly, our preIx max structure in Section 2, together with the original
array can also be formulated as an oblivious storage scheme; and so can the preIx
sum structure (plus the original array). More examples of oblivious storage schemes
include the preIx sum cube of [24], the relative preIx sum cube of [20] and the tree
structure of [18]. On the other hand, the one-dimensional range max structure obtained
by combining the Cartesian tree of [32] and the nearest common ancestor data structure
of [22] is not an oblivious storage scheme because the Cartesian tree structure depends
the values in X . Another example of non-oblivious storage scheme is the hierarchical
compact cube of [27].
4.2. Combining oblivious storage schemes
Let S and Sd−1 be oblivious storage schemes for a one-dimensional array of size
n and a (d − 1)-dimensional array of size nd−1, respectively. We can combine them
into an oblivious storage scheme, Sd, for a d-dimensional array X of size nd as
follows. Suppose S requires m storage cells and Sd−1 requires md−1 storage cells.
Then we will make use of two arrays of storage cells, Z[0::m − 1; 0::nd−1 − 1] and
Y [0::m − 1; 0::md−1 − 1]. For each position r˜ in dimension 2 to d, we follow S and
construct a storage scheme for the subarray X [0::n − 1; r˜ ] using Z[0::m − 1; r˜ ] as the
storage cells. Next, for each position i in dimension 1, we follow Sd−1 and construct a
storage scheme for the subarray Z[i; 0::nd−1− 1] using Y [i; 0::md−1− 1] as the storage
cells. The total storage of the new scheme is m(nd−1 +md−1). Note that if the storage
cells of Sd−1 and S includes a copy of the original array, then the array Z need not
be stored in Sd. Then the storage becomes mmd−1.
Let the query program for region R2× · · ·×Rd in Sd−1 be (.0; : : : ; .md−1−1) and that




X [i; r˜] =
∑
r˜
(30Z[0; r˜] + · · ·+ 3m−1Z[m− 1; r˜])
= 30(.0Y [0; 0] + · · ·+ .md−1−1Y [0; md−1 − 1]) + · · ·











j .j), the query cost of S is the product of that of Sd−1
and S.
Similarly, the update program for (i; r˜ ) in S can be derived as follows. Let U and
Ud−1 be the update programs for i in S and for r˜ in Sd−1, respectively. Furthermore,
let the set of indices of storage cells that appeared on the left-hand side of U be
{j1; : : : ; jl}. These are the storage cells of S that are updated by U . Then the update
program for (i; r˜ ) executes the program U on Z[0::m− 1; r˜ ], followed by the program
Ud−1 on Y [j1; 0::md−1 − 1]; : : : ; Y [jl; 0::md−1 − 1]. (That means Ud−1 is executed l
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times.) Thus, if the two programs have cost t and td−1, respectively, then the new
program have cost t + td−1t= t(1 + td−1).
Applying this composition technique repeatedly to a one-dimensional structure with
query time tq, update time tu and storage m which does not contain the original array
X , we obtain a d-dimensional structure with query time tdq , update time at most 2t
d
u
and storage dmd. If the structure contains X , the storage is only md. Applied to our
one-dimensional range max structure, we obtain a d-dimensional range max structure
with O(d(s; n)Ld) query time, O(cdd(s; n)L2dnd=L) update time (for some constant c)
and O(sd) storage. Applied to our one-dimensional range sum structure described at the
end of Section 2, we obtain a d-dimensional range sum structure which has O(2dLd)
query time, O(cdLdnd=L) update time (for some constant c) and O(2dnd) storage.
Finally, we point out that the index calculations for each dimension are done sep-
arately. This further supports our decision to ignore index calculation time in our
complexity analysis.
5. Conclusion
We have designed eJcient data structures for range sum and max queries. The range
sum structure generalizes that of [24,20,18]. Our range max structure has constant query
time and almost linear space. It handles updates more eJciently than [35,13] which
are basically a static structures. It was proved in Yao [35] that the tradeoN between
query time and storage is asymptotically optimal for all one-dimensional static oblivious
storage scheme. The situation for higher dimensions is still open. Also, designing more
eJcient (and probably non-oblivious) range max structures for higher dimensions seems
to be challenging.
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